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Wahl Professional Introduces New Cordless Detailer Li
The next generation of Detailer runs corded or cordless and uses Lithium-Ion technology for a
longer cutting time between charges.

Sterling, IL (July 30th, 2019) – Wahl Professional is excited to announce the addition of its
newest trimmer, the Cordless Detailer Li. With the same great look and feel of the original
Detailer, the Li comes with features you won’t be able to barber without.

With a lightning fast T-wide blade that provides more power
when cutting, a cordless feature, and a swivel cord that allows
for flexibility and ease when charging, the Cordless Detailer Li is
guaranteed to be a favorite among professionals.

“The fact that it’s lightweight and has a faster blade speed lets
me to get super close on all my cuts, leaving my line-ups
perfectly detailed,” says Wahl Education and Artistic Team
(W.E.A.T.) member Miguel Rosas (@newstyle84).

This blade is the same one used in the original Detailer;
however, the Li allows the blade to move at a faster speed,
allowing for incredibly close trims and clean lines. On a full battery charge, this trimmer can
easily handle up to 100 minutes of cutting time before needing to be charged again.

“This is definitely one of my new favorite tools. Wahl has mastered this tool in every form. The
fact that it’s cordless, but is very powerful is what I love, says Rosas. “The run time is insane and
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the fact that there’s a weighted docking station allows me to easily let it stay charged all day. It
is by far the best cordless trimmer in the industry.”
Ready for that charge?
It’s easy to know when the Cordless Detailer Li is ready for a charge. Located on the front of the
Li is a blue light that will flash to indicate a low battery. When placed on the charger, the blue
light pulses to indicate the tool is in charging mode. When fully charged, the blue light will glow
steadily.

When it’s time for a charge, the Detailer Li trimmer comes with an innovative design that allows
the charging cord to move around with ease. Unlike most charging stands that have the cord
coming out of the bottom, this model allows the cord to come out from the back or the side of
the charging base, allowing it to sit flush to the mirror of the barber’s or stylist’s station. Also,
the charging station is weighted, giving it stability and allowing it to stay in place when the Li is
removed.

Wahl Professional will be introducing the new Cordless Detailer Li in July in Las Vegas at
Cosmoprof North America and will begin shipping the product August 1st.

###

About Wahl Professional
Since 1919, with the invention of the first practical electric hair clipper, Wahl Clipper Corporation has been the leader in the
professional and home grooming category. Today, with over 2,500 employees worldwide, Wahl is proud to carry forward the
tradition of innovation and superior customer service that was created by Leo J. Wahl. Headquartered in Sterling, Illinois, Wahl
distributes to 176 countries and has eight global manufacturing facilities as well as 25 sales offices. At Wahl, we are proud of
our heritage of excellence as well as our remarkable list of groundbreaking innovations for the present and future for the global
market. Visit www.wahlpro.com for more details.
Photo Courtesy of Wahl Professional. For more Hi-Res Images from Wahl Professional follow this link here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3kig0ij0mzent6g/AAALZIRF9zu7O_o0ai_O4kqpa?dl=0
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